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news ticker 21/1 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 21 January 20219 Comments  

It is my honour on this earthly 21st day of the 21st century to announce that the big show has 

begun. 

Everything we have been working towards for so many ages begins NOW in this moment - 21 - 

31/1 the great time of reality splitting. 

The greatest build up of energy since the Renaissance, the first and greatest wave of the 5 year for 

the merging of oneness in the new reality is beginning to unfold within us earthlings and you are 

there. 

Yesterday already the encoding of the 12121 palindrome and its dynamics, the merging of past and 

future into presence encoded and thus the reality splitting, alignment and existence of the two 

ways of the Old Way and who or what is directing you out of or in the earthly way of being and the 

new way of being through the direct revelation of the stable source connection, through 

tremendous intensification, manifested/materialised strengthened. 

Pay attention to your words thoughts and your action/reaction, you create the reality of your world 

- reflect on your core, your light, love, confidence, power, courage, joy, empathy and the miracle of 

creation. 

This wave of upliftment and its 18,522-fold illumination-encoding of Aquarian intent along with the 

content of apparent experiences will be overwhelming in every form and experience, remember 

your free will. 

For weeks you have been clearing karmic connections, dependencies of the old way of being and 

data stores of automated programming and lessons, releasing yourself from toxic energy fields that 

no longer serve you and the human beings who interact with them. 

Even if the changes do not always seem pleasant at first, at a later stage you will realise that 

everything is right exactly as it is happening, you are making good progress. For weeks your root 

chakra has been clearing solely to realign the throat chakra so that your sovereignty can slip out 

through the birth canal of the Manipura. 

http://www.mahajyoti.vision/
http://www.zeropoint-news.com/


During this transition you are likely to feel some kind of insecurity. You can no longer draw on your 

past experiences and do not yet fully trust the new light language of cosmic pulsation and your 

grounded essence of the empowered higher authentic self. -This is an emotional rollercoaster ride 

in which new foundations of your way of being are revealed in leaps and bounds through these 

shocks. 

Your state of consciousness changes, can rise or fall. 

Concentrate, become aware you are a powerful being of love, energy that lasts forever and it is up 

to you to shine and manifest in the physical. Focus on the high vibrational alchemy of 

enhancement. 

J.A. 

16Jan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



+++ NEWS TICKER 16/1 +++ 
 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 16 January 20215 Comments  

 

We have reached one of the greatest turning points in human history, as old ways and 

programming no longer offer protection. 

In the past year we have experienced some pretty extreme changes in our reality and now it is 

about learning to adapt to this new normality and finding ingenious ways to overcome the old 

reality and create a better future. 

To understand this very big change, try to imagine that you are looking at a gigantic clockwork. 

You look at the multitude of the individual large and small cogs and their individual, however small, 

single rotations. Each barely visible rotation touches the next link and sets free a magnificent 

spectacle of the harmonic rotational oscillation of the whole. 

Or to put it another way, the energy thus released carries every piece of information forward into 

the whole. 

Seen from this point of view, it results that a lot of different information transmissions take place in 

a harmonious interlocking of all creation codes, even if this is not always immediately recognisable. 

For earthlings, this flow of information is formed via the habitable alignment to our main 

information carrier/central star, which makes this form of existence possible in the first place.  In 

close proximity through the matter of planetary alignments and their discharges of energy. 

 We earthlings through all eons have two great game changers - Saturn Chronos of our central star 

and Uranus - which opens our minds to the universe. It provides liberation and enlightenment to 

understand ourselves as part of sisters and brothers of the totality of life in the universe. 

Uranus is the guardian of the 2000 year cycle of the Aquarian Age and with our entry into it, the 

importance of encoding its inherent revolutionary freedom particle information and its directions 

has taken a decisive turn that we last experienced on this scale in Earthling history some 7,000 

years ago. 

Since 14/1, Uranus, one of the two great game changers, of the Earthlings is again turning 

forward. 

At the same time, a position at 90 degrees to Jupiter is occurring. This square is significant and 

causes conflict between all the other planets involved. 

Exactly this will occur on 17/1 and is the first major Uranus transit. 

This 90° square creates an inner tension that helps us overcome all resistance to be fully liberated 

and sovereign beings of all-encompassing love. 

Jupiter flows out intensified wisdom and justice, Uranus calls for breakthroughs, revolutionises, 

thus forcing freedom. 

Jupiter thus has a decisive significance at the beginning of the 2000-year Aquarian cycle.  By 

intensifying the natural source coding, the inner wisdom, the power of free will becomes more 

significant at this point than ever before in any of your lifetimes. 

Jupiter and Uranus initiating sudden changes makes for a grand entrance into your new territory. 

Jupiter's expansion impulse combined with Uranus' dissolution impulse of any limitation is a further 

forcing of the reality split. 

The split of realities means that both lower and higher realities exist in parallel. However, it makes 

a difference where your multitude of uploads that are inherent in you as informed energy direct 

you. Can you open your mind to the constant flow of the cosmic tides or do you get caught up in 

the worldly needs and experiences, in which reality does your life take place. 

Our human mind does not have the wisdom to evaluate information.  When we use it anyway to try 

to evaluate our lives, we fall back on stored information. The result is to keep treading water. 

When Uranus is not evolved, it reacts. But when we are all really in tune with our energies, Uranus 

is very intuitive. It represents the conscious spark of intuition to all. 

Fortunately, we have the capacity to be conscious. Without consciousness, we would only focus on 

our instinctual survival. 

Consciousness allows us to reflect on our own thought construct. 

It is so vitally important that we embrace freedom on all levels and bring the power of our free will 

to bear now - you are what you live. 

The Aquarian Age is asking you to achieve radical consciousness. 

It is up to you to choose freedom. This free will is now being awakened as never before. 

Many trials encourage you to choose freedom every second. Exercising this freedom restores inner 

peace. If you cannot bring it to life, your system is functioning with default programming - you are 

living an unconscious life. 

Stop resisting change and take a long-term expanded view. 



The reality split is already measurable. 

If your human focus directs you to the shadow expression of this transit (gloom, pain, suffering, 

loneliness, resentment, anger, aggression) the progress of your awakening that it is meant to 

create will slow down. 

Should this event occur and from your perspective everything is out of control, consider a radical 

approach and choose bliss. 

Find the miracle in the daily step of forward movement, the daily photon flood, in conscious breath 

execution of your angelic eternal creation self that you ARE. 

Fear of change can lead to despair. Despair draws confusion into all fields of experience. 

If you manage to hold the new reality of your consciousness, there will be almost no challenging 

lessons waiting for you in this bridge year. 

Just 3 days later, Mars joins the dance with Uranus, adding some more fire to an already unstable 

environment. 

For most of month 2, Uranus will be in the same aspect, square to Saturn. 

With the upcoming retrogrades in year 5, these challenging aspects between Uranus, Jupiter and 

Saturn will occur three times. 

The key to this aspect is to remain open, patient and flexible. 

Wonderful journey in the grand cosmic scheme of life 

J.A. 

12Jan 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



+++ NEWSTICKER 12/1+++ 
 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 12 January 20216 Comments  
 

Exactly one year ago today, earthly time, the first seal of epic change had opened. Tomorrow at 

the New Moon in Capricorn (CEST 06.02h 23° Capricorn) the second seal opens. 

The Saturn-Pluto alignment initiated a 35-year cycle of absolute social transformation. Their 

conjunction marked (at 22°) the beginning of a global structural breakdown.  The emphasised need 

to break free from fossilised, oppressive and restrictive systems, the need to build new systems 

that support personal and collective empowerment. 

A need to be confronted with stress of all kinds in upheaval, to reveal at this NOW point, tomorrow 

at the New Moon in Capricorn (CEST 06.02h, reminder of eternal infinity), who or what is serving 

our actual divine natural reconnection of the updated blueprint, the new version of the way of being 

and its needs, or who or what is still attached to its own old understanding structures of 

relationship and interaction of the self or the collective.   

The first New Moon of cycle 5 opens the second seal of epic change at 23°/5 Capricorn, asking us 

to root deeply in truth to create a solid foundation for ourselves. 

Now is the time to move away from people and places that no longer serve the highest good.  

Capricorn shows you how far you have come and what you have already achieved. 

This cosmic alignment marks the beginning of a brand new cycle of development - a rebirth and a 

new beginning. A reminder that, like the moon, everything is constantly changing and we have 

cyclical opportunities to start again and reinvent ourselves. 

The fact that the Sun and Moon dare to dance with Pluto exponentially increases the intensity of 

the current celestial stage. Their alignment is an invitation to release attachments to the past that 

no longer serve us in order to make room for something else. 

New Moon in Capricorn begins an entirely new kind of cycle in which we are encouraged to bring 

forth new systems and set new boundaries that honour and respect the changes in our inner 

reality. The cosmos invites us to find creative ways to deal with current conditions and transform 

outdated structures. 

A highly elemental portal that creates for all aliveness first expansive, lighter, more peaceful 

reality, releasing you from the distortion of the individualisation of the old reality. 

This highly enriched flood of light will accelerate the turbo wash of the porous earth and collective 

layers to further the reality split and assist in the better assimilation of truths. 

You will become aware that your thought creations determine pretty much everything, including 

the quality of your life. This can lead to a temporary rejection of the new knowledge offered, which 

also temporarily creates imbalance, instability and chaos. 

Support comes from the cosmic forces from the realm of the 5th heaven and its guardian Zadkiel. 

We all have our shadow way of being and need not be ashamed of it if we strive to transform it into 

the opposite. We do not need to wait for God's forgiveness, because God does not forgive. He does 

not forgive because he does not judge. 

Earthlings often think they have limited choices and possibilities in whose circumstances they are 

victims. They view/experience circumstances, events, things, persons, embodiments, vibrations in 

the continuous loop of victim consciousness. Instead of following the first healing impulse encoded 

in it for new decisions and actions.       

This knowledge from the 5th realm, gives us encouragement to release ourselves from our guilt 

encodes the grace and gratitude that we are worthy of it.   

The cosmic battalion and special seeds of currently incarnated earthlings stand ready to facilitate 

this special task in the transition of the shift of the earth collective. 

The Keeper of the "Benevolence of God", teaches us that we must forgive ourselves in the 4 

building block stages of the human ego to feel free and there is no shame in asking for support in 

the haze of the mundane informational fog. 

Only when we have understood that in evolution a living earthling is never better or worse than all 

others, do we no longer deny and block ourselves in the reality stream - we are all one - earthlings. 

Nevertheless, in our archetype we still find different toxic polarities encoding certain doctrinal 

content through luminous frequency sequence uploads by external toxic persona. 

Memory refresher - who or what you encounter. 

Narcissists , only think of themselves, have no empathy, truly believe they are better than 

everyone around them. 

Controllers- try to control everything around them, have to be responsible for every decision, make 

you feel like you can't do anything right, 



 Drama magnet- drama seems to follow them, they always manage to ship you into an 

uncomfortable position. 

Envious- can't be happy for other people who are happy, plays the victim and minimises people to 

make themselves feel better. 

Gaslights, someone who uses the grace of natural spiritual framing to manipulate others. They are 

masters at evading responsibility for their own pain, masters at blaming.   

Energy vampire, drains energy overwhelms you steals time and space bullies/terrorises you. 

Get ready for a deep inner and outer metamorphosis.  Get ready to let go of what has run its 

course in the human mind and its own illusory creation. 

Get ready for a waste disposal in the cerebrospinal fluid followed by a re-encoding of the subatomic 

frequency information, leading you deeper into the new or old reality. 

A complex process of mind and body and heart coherence that is truly a process of internalising 

polarity by embracing the completeness of all things in the world as part of yourself. 

 Your free will calls you to live decision, action, attitude to ensure the encoding of the great 

memory of your organic form with your multidimensional DNA and its going online with the 

multidimensional realms of knowledge - a gift from Heaven. 

J.A. 

08Jan 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



+++ NEWSTICKER 8/1+++ 
 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 8 January 202113 Comments  
 

Since yesterday 21:00h we have moved into the cosmic time window of the golden hour - a limited 

2-week space (of earthly time) that we will now walk through after orientation in the panorama 

waiting room through decision-making. 

A space in the now filled with uplifting plasma waves interacting with transmuting density in 

geodesic and geopolitical fields of our current mother sphere through enormous pressure build-up 

and explosive bursts. 

All resistance in the flow of Panta Rhei, of Light, of the 3rd dimension is experiencing huge 

upheavals in the way of seeing as already operating from the 5th dimension. 

Earthlings are source aspects on an experiential journey encoding piece by piece further source 

codes that synchronise individual master building blocks and blueprint in the crystallisation process. 

At the moment, therefore, in the acceleration of the flow velocity, the most diverse fragments are 

combining to allow new matter to happen to the revolutionised embodiment matrix. 

Some have already decided to take a different path, so no matter what you recognise on this 

journey, keep your inner beacon high. 

The already enriched light weaving around our mother sphere, shifts all 3rd level perception into 

the 5th level. Things are rapidly changing, will unlock new operational strategies through the new 

lens, and catapult many troubling things of manipulation with each other from the depths of the 

inner action-experience volcano to the surface. 

The space of the now no longer grants any waiting time. Which means everything earthlings have 

always been working towards is anchored in the here and now. The waiting for change is over and 

is experienced externally through one's own attitude of the within. 

This great golden sensation unites interstellar, heart-based and earthly streams of consciousness 

that move the multidimensional embodiments of all matrices a little closer into the daytime 

consciousness of the matrix of the Now.  

In this triggering spatiality wave, there are rapidly changing crystallisation processes on the left 

and right side - interaction - expanded activations of the brain spheres - rushing, ringing, 

perceptible fluid fluctuations in the spheres, dizziness, nausea, those who have had this experience 

,similar to a lumbar puncture, headaches, confusion, cellular structures, skeleton, jaw, teeth, 

irritation, anxiety, anger, depression, crying, flu symptoms, difficult to localise whole body pain- 

blurred visions, vivid dream travel. 

Those who find in this phase a light, free, personal presence, in which euphoria, expansion of the 

senses, peace, dissolution of fear, worry with restful sleep, have done their inner work in perfection 

of creation. Their ever optimally aligned alignments of the previous uncomfortable way of 

experience are replaced with pleasurable states of being. Activating their abilities to connect with 

everyone and everything. 

After this intense alignment wave of all levels, experiences and embodiments, the subtle energy 

organs of the root, heart, throat, and inner lens of your true embodiment, your light body, activate. 

A high profile physical, emotional, spiritual vibrational amplification at the beginning of the 2nd 

opening of the epic change seal at the New Moon (13/1 - CEST 06.02h) - exactly one year after the 

All-Encompassing Change/Cleansing Alignment of 12/1/4. 

I see you, you see me, eternally interwoven in love. 

J.A. 01Jan 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



+++ News Ticker 1/1/5+++ 
 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on January 1, 20214 Comments  
 

Welcome to year 5 
 

There's no denying it, this past year 4 saw a lot of undeniable qualities that catapulted earthlings, 

especially humans to the edge of their capacities.  And even if it is not yet apparent and no change 

can be seen from yesterday to today, the new glistening bright fluid 5th quality has already 

manifested and woven itself into us. 

Every being who has already decided in the 4th year to sincerely follow the royal path of All-

embracing Love is now vibrating more lightfully, more radiantly and more intensely accelerated 

than ever before in a journey of experience and is now in a kind of decision sphere of earthly 

evolutionary development. 

All those experiences, all those qualities of change, release and loss of the last cycle have a 

purpose.  They create space, for new energy, experiences, for consciousness expansion that will 

only fully come into effect in 2022/6. 

Many have allowed themselves to be influenced by worldly events, mostly unconsciously allowing, 

their awake minds to move into a slumber. 

Conscious beings, know the importance of the events and have realised that in the 4th year was for 

expansion and growth in all aspects of manifested matter. 

Their gratitude and their long decided conscious choice for these interstellar currents of change 

have been allowed to crack many encrusted, fossilised layers of armour. - Especially those 

collective vibrations that have acclimatisation difficulties in the newly coded light field connections 

of your mother sphere. 

This individual radiance, in the cracks in which subtle fear, doubt and confusion are creeping their 

way and claiming the space gained, allows peace to be found within through more love. 

Often it was not easy in the glowing chaos of the outside to explore the deep shadowy unseen 

areas of the ego of embodiment, to uncover personally as well as on a collective level grievances in 

the understanding of all-encompassing love - togetherness - for each other, acceptance, evaluation 

- neutrality and power. 

The blessing of this current is found on a linear level through the knock-out of the outside world, in 

the newly created space-time structure that is suddenly available. Not only are we diving into our 

innermost selves and reflecting more consciously than ever before, learning to know and love our 

loved ones more intensely, in a whole new way than ever before, but encoding a whole new way of 

appreciating the life of all that is. 

Deep changes that have ushered in a new age in which we can gratefully recognise we have 

healed, grown, integrated a new wholeness is born. 

We will need further clearing/transformation to improve and hold our high vibration for high 

frequencies and containing visions with fervour and devotion. 

Open-hearted attitude/action/creation supports our innate connection to the centre to the source of 

our genetic configuration. 

All 5 great angelic realms (closest to the humanoid races), but especially Lyra for the earth 

embodiments, transmit the new information from Source directly into the helix via the light bridges 

of the central suns of Pleiades and Sirius to activate the re-genesis of the transfiguration factor. 

On a physical level you will most likely experience a painful pulling/ throbbing in the middle of the 

torso - backwards about where the tips of the lungs end (heart expansion) , difficulty remembering 

and concentrating, frequent sneezing without having a cold (current elevation from 4 to 5, 

associated with enormous fatigue ), knee pain (ability to learn and learn, reveals the mobility in 

one's own crystallisation - how fluid is your status, in conjunction with root chakra).            

The year of embodiment through catalytic energy forces an accelerated fluid changeable world that 

will remain with us in a similar quality in year 5 - based on the cosmic events of 2012. 

The outside temperature of everyday life has now cooled a little we have grown 365 days have 

been able to integrate the new circumstances, we live every moment with passion, intensity and 

gratitude, for a bright year of new possibilities and the miracles will be your normality. 

I see you, I feel you, you see me, you feel me, eternally connected in LOVE 

J.A. 

29Dec 

6 comments on "Shift Update 29/12/4 - 1-30/5"  

 



Shift Update 29/12/4 - 1-30/5 
 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 29 December 20206 Comments  

- Jada Private 

 

2020 ends with a high explosive emotional bang and begins with a bang in metamorphosis. 

We end year 4 with a Cancer full moon. 

Here it is incredibly important to turn inward and follow the true compass alignment.  Many 

earthlings feel the exhaustion at core level and sometimes it seems we can't mobilise any more 

strength to give.  

Now, today between the years, is the time to follow the thoughts rising from the depths and 

surrender to the feminine, maternal, cosmic nurturer. A time to transform the self-care of the 

stressful tasks of the 4th year, negative thought constructs and programming, into joy.  

Loving our divine duality in this level of experience - and you deserve love - keeps your being in 

balance. Your outer world is an exact reflection of your inner world - everything changes as your 

inner world heals. 

The space of the Cancer Moon allows you to soothe yourself and accept your/our faults to heal the 

deepest overgrowths of emotional wounds. Eventually the levels of the inner oceans rise and you 

experience tearful releases in this flood. 

After a long global, extraordinarily existential , physically and psychologically personal earthquake 

this year, its trauma often leading to separation from all-encompassing love and the heightened 

collective fear and rampant bitterness, we all need this act of emotional release of dark energy 

from the hearts from the minds - let yourself drift. 

The traffic jam of three of the outer planets Pluto, Jupiter and Saturn finally dissipates with the end 

of December. Jupiter and Saturn are in Aquarius. 

The energies for 2021 are a critical time in Earthling evolution where choosing a higher 

consciousness or awakening through our inner guidance systems becomes a crucial life-sustaining 

study - a bumpy path lies ahead - yet a similar energy to 2012 will unfold - what has particularly 

moved you in this span, what has happened in your life? 

The first weeks of 2021 will be infused with Aquarian energy to weave into us higher ideals and a 

humanitarian outlook. 

We are at the very beginning of the cycle of the wave principle of the new age, expect profound 

electrifying changes and know that creation transmissions always first transform information into 

tachyons and focus it into frequencies. 

These subdivide their quality into uncountable individual sequences to circulate through your body 

and fuse their particles - glistening crystallising gold-blue iridescent in the year of five - to encode 

and anchor in you. A process of energy that only becomes physically visible upon completion. 

Note - Gold = current quality of the 5th dimension - Blue = materialisation and attitude. 

There have already been a vast amount of light data sequences delivered over the last few days 

and there continues to be a lot infused into the systems of our system (solar system, planets, 

biosphere Terra and every living thing and our crystalline grid). 

Don't be discouraged in the first arc of tension of the cycle, don't doubt if you can't see on a 

physical/tangible/visible level the changes taking place. 

Jupiter and Saturn, the two arbiters of social consciousness in EQ, in the communal fixed air sign 

Aquarius - restraint - observation - attitude. 

Jupiter needs freedom. Spiritual progress can now advance by leaps and bounds, expanding 

experience and guidance from the higher, intuitive mind. 

Chronos Saturn is flowing - Now is the time to advance evolution. 

Pluto, lord of the underworld/subconscious, shepherds death and rebirth as well as our soul's 

evolutionary journey. His transits will destroy/transform old ways of being and living. Pluto will take 

its first step into a new world of evolution, an accompaniment that will take place for 20 years in 

the house of Aquarius. 

You may remember the Pluto transit of 27/1/2008.  At that point the first seeds were planted for 

the release of darkness. And also this year many structures financial and corporate world, their 

social structures have experienced first major releases. 

In Year 5, some far deeper invisible shadows of the fluid technological information structure will be 

revealed.  The challenge will be to feel the truth and take a stand. To look at best-disguised 

conspiracy theories, which have by now gained a place of prominence in the good graces of society, 

through the lens of self-love and ethical self-worth and expose their veiled dark quality. 



It is a massive breakdown of collective shadow quality of divine masculine energy that releases a 

life of pain and suffering with the contents of sadness, depression, loneliness and lack of 

confidence- toxic chemical reactions (affects the nervous systems on a physical level).   

A cycle to perceive the whole picture of human creation. But also a space to welcome a lot of new 

star seeds - especially in the months of March to August, early September. And to give special 

hearing to the maturing rainbow children at the turn of the century in the direction of our future. 

This great first phase is all about unity/equality, wholeness/oneness, unconditional love, 

acceptance, joy, peace and harmony, inner union of the feminine and masculine energies for 

balance and knowing you are the source of your own and collective bliss. 

The cosmic light is filled with the consciousness of the Original Source. It has begun another 

sowing of the higher consciousness (sublimated light). 

The airier downloads encode technological, archaeological or medical discoveries that liberate 

earthlings ever more deeply from existing structures. 

Life on earth is conceived by the soul as a life of learning and growth. Stagnation ages body and 

mind. When this is recognised, the holistic expression and view of embodiment changes. 

Being mindful at or unconscious will be our choice in year 5/change. 

Will we expand into the higher reality of 5th dimension consciousness or remain in dualistic 3D? 

The human/earthly mind is an instrument that needs to be used. It just needs to be constantly 

anointed with new perspectives. Your body needs to be trained to ensure that all parts conform to 

the design of the 5th dimension. 

There are a lot of universal laws. One of them is the law of cause and effect. Based on energy 

output, everything a person causes through thought and action has an effect, a consequence. 

You create your reality through your thoughts and actions. No one does it to you, therefore there 

can be no blame placed on another. 

Many systems of your biosphere have reached a critical mass, thus a great potential for creative 

change has been activated, as well as for individual and collective awakening. 

Love begets love, shadow thoughts begets shadow, an unchanging principle. 

You already have the tools to guide you through life. Whether wisdom, intuition, psychic empathy, 

creativity, self-motivation, love, willpower, courage, physical strength, it is up to you to use your 

free will fluid cosmic energy and tap into this resource. 

At this time of human consciousness evolution, sound sequences are vibrating throughout the 

cosmos and all the higher realms are observing those traumas that humans mostly unconsciously 

cause themselves. 

When major cosmic players connect in a solar system, as they did most recently on 21/12/4, a 

revolution is always encoded and the trinary system connections of creation create an opportunity 

for epic switch points. 

Our entire system has entered the 2160 year Aquarian Age that carries the concept of community 

and social responsibility. 

The shifts have begun with the start of the new Earth Decade and will shape the next 40 years and 

yet we Earthlings have passed this first hurdle in Year 4 with flying colours - you are looking at a 

completely changed being in the mirror than you were at the beginning of 2020. 

For eons, earthlings have existed in the shadow of their inner nature. Heart intelligence has been 

ignored in favour of the mental logic of the human mind. 

Now begins the phase in which an evolutionary reversal in the wheel of life, in which heart 

intelligence encodes new dynamic, changing light pathways of logic. From old static concepts of 

system and mind into dynamic airy light concepts that need discipline and attitude in the fluid 

changing meandering currents of the cosmos. 

The electric current of Aquarian energy particularly affects our brain and nervous system, leaving 

behind the old way of being based on the consciousness of the Piscean Age. But also all devices 

and network connections are always catapulted to their power capacity by this current. 

Aquarian frequencies support our consciousness development and should we refuse to let go of old 

belief patterns, problems will arise in the life of our ego in everyday life. 

The most difficult periods in year 5 are from January to March, May to the first half of July and 

December to January 2022, when Saturn and Uranus will form negative aspects. 

The first compression occurs in January- 6th universal month- concentrated from the second week 

of January -11 - 28th /1st. 

You will see the elements of this upcoming opening conflict as the planets transit early Aquarius 

and Uranus from the 18th to 24/1 and from the 5th to 12/4. 

The first very serious cosmic dialogue occurs on 18/1. Mercury is in early Aquarius and separates 

from its square to Uranus. In this inner dialogue you experience in the thunderbolts of Mercury, a 

preparation for what is coming to you individually in this first outline of the new age. 



This interaction and the one between Saturn and Uranus show conflicts between the old and the 

new way of being. A difficult, irreconcilable struggle that will be reflected in all areas of life. 

Many of you will remember your multidimensionality, past lives but also your newly encoded soul 

contracts and assignments in this near phase. Your true essence will emerge (attitude) and the 

gifts of dharma will be shared with the world through your higher aspect. 

The vibrational resonance will settle even more stably and with it new clarity awakens, a new 

picture of reality emerges. 

But also the resistance through action of egoism, of separation will be experienced more clearly. 

It will probably seem anarchic to you when Mars also enters the dance floor two different extremes 

in April and August to December within only 6 months. 

Another arc of tension in the wave principle begins when Mercury in Aquarius squares Mars at 1° 

Taurus, Saturn at 3° Aquarius, Jupiter at 5° Aquarius and Uranus at 7° Taurus. Further, Mars 

squares Saturn on 12/1 with an effect of about two weeks.  At this time Uranus also becomes 

direct stationary (forward rotation 14/1), indicating major changes in the ocean of our world due to 

the cosmic wave principle and its A-frame and the new quality of this A-frame the old pattern is 

now more than obsolete. 

In general, we find a crowded stage on the celestial stage of early Aquarius - Sun, Mercury, Venus, 

Jupiter, Saturn. 

But the day of full inauguration is20/1. On this day a Mars/Uranus conjunction appears at 7° 

Taurus, with square Jupiter and Saturn at 8° and 4° Aquarius respectively. 

That night and the next day, the Moon conjuncts both Mars and Uranus at 7°/Taurus, and all of 

them square dance couple with Jupiter at 8° Aquarius- the beginning of a very difficult phase, with 

equally solid forces in dynamic conflict. 

At the same time of the inauguration, Pluto(25° Capricorn) moves into the exact degree of 2 

Pluto/Jupiter conjunctions of year 5 into the compression of January, letting us know its importance 

during the profound changes, which we will be expanding/encoding or retracting/harvesting in early 

4/April and late 6/June. 

Expect economic and political issues as well as escalations of personal conflicts. 

Mars forms an exciting, uncooperative conjunction with change agent Uranus and Jupiter from 20-

23/1- decision making.  Mercury turns retrograde 30/1- 20/2 giving a chance to reorganise and 

repair. Our loved ones, our environment, all earthlings will need pragmatic, loving, compassionate 

actions as Venus conjuncts Pluto/Saturn and Jupiter until mid-February. 

Jupiter and Saturn and soon Pluto in Aquarius call us to think truly globally/collectively/communally 

and act locally/through ourselves.  A first major initiation/preparation for the great social work in 

togetherness we will have to do when Pluto enters Aquarius in a few years from 2023 to 2044. 

February ends when Mercury enters Aquarius and gives voice to the Jupiter-Saturn debate. 

We can re-sketch a great canvas, but also possibly drift too far, catapulting needs in togetherness 

out of sight. 

In March, it's important that we bring relationships and creativity back to the forefront as Venus 

calls Neptune dancing on the light bridge back to the individual heart and our muse. 

In April we encode and feel the excitement of new possibilities. Spring fever can lead us to new 

relationships and revolutionary adventures as Venus Uranus share their emotions. Discontent can 

also be productive when fire meets water.  Watch for interactions or relationship issues related to 

control towards the end of April wherever earthlings feel insecure.  Venus, Saturn and Pluto are 

retrograde.  Rise up and build new real safety nets. 

Jupiter moves briefly in and out of Pisces and Aquarius. The Saturn/Jupiter square with Uranus 

allows you to become aware of your personal mind, what is actually holding you back from love 

and joy. 

Make up your mind, do your inner work required to release yourself from separation/duality. 

Jupiter enters Pisces on 13/5, turns retrograde on 20/6 and re-enters Aquarius on 28/7 to 28/12. 

Jupiter and Saturn phase Uranus throughout the year to force unrest in geopolitics, geotectonics 

and the embodiment of all living things so that shift can occur. 

At this time we cannot rest, but this helps evolution to continue. Transformation is inevitable, but 

how that change happens is entirely up to you. 

The Lunar Eclipse in Sagittarius on 26/5 and a Solar Eclipse in Gemini on 10/6 highlight the need to 

celebrate true diversity of different voices and perspectives of oneness in Christ consciousness by 

moving out of comfort zones and respectfully sharing our experiences and stories. 

Each cycle of the year brings steps backwards. 

This one brings quite a few- Pluto 27/4 , Saturn on 23/5, Jupiter on 20/6, Neptune on 25/5 and 

Uranus on 19/8. 

Mercury 30/1 to 20/2- 29/5 to 22/6 and 26/9to 18/10.These retrograde rotations challenge us,   



Mars in Libra, which favours social justice, then trines Jupiter, squares Pluto and nudges to clear up 

misunderstandings, heal rifts and scars. 

If conflicts are not resolved now, over-pressure arises then when Mars has entered Scorpio and 

opposes the energy supply of Uranus until month 11. 

If you are balanced by your inner work and its driving force, this aspect will fuel your efforts. Mars 

moves into Sagittarius on 13/12 and conjoins Venus with Pluto conjunct to encourage us to end the 

year with a shot of competence, forgiveness and diving into the inner world of our universe of soul, 

mind, body. 

Come back to the Aquarians deep understanding that we are a unique self intimately connected to 

all our relationships. 

I see you , you see me eternally connected - allow your Christ light to follow your destined purpose 

in this new year with confidence, peace, grace and love - in love 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

donation : 

IBAN: DE11 7509 0500 0000 1365 96 

SWIFT BIC: GENODEF 1S05 
 
 author text:  Jada Aleksandra Seidel Blog https://kosmischesgefluester.blog/ 
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 Information on the current development of mankind 

  www.Zeropoint-News.com 
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www.zeropoint-news.com 

which is constantly adapted to the latest information and presentations of current developments. We reproduce our own and 
external comments on the Zeropoint News. A part or the whole page has been translated by an automatic translation from 
www.deepl.com.  Pass it on to your family, friends and relatives - to everyone in all parts of the world.  Join in presenting these 
incomparable messages in many languages. This good machine translation will help you to spread them faster and better.   
Please note: Since we do it in so many languages, we cannot change the translations fundamentally. We will only revise the 
translated text if someone in our project has mastered the language.  We wish you many AHA experiences with your 
translation. 
 At the service of the project: Your Ralf A. Seger 
 

MahaJyoti Vision    
 

More actual information you get here  as well as earlier messages: 
www.zeropoint-news.com,    Das Neue Licht - de MahaJyoti Visión,   Der-Meister-Verlag.com 

subscribe Email-Newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

Telegram.org  chanal Information and chat Canal MahaJyoti Vision  - de  +34 659 414532 
               Canal - Zeropoint-news.com- es   +34 659 414532 
 
WhatsApp:                Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com       +34 659 414532 
Link WhatsApp Group  https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 

Donation to run the service and webspace 
we apriciate everybodys help to go with  MAHAJYOTI VISION transformation project.. 
 Openbank:      IBAN ES04 2103 0168 2800 1007 3697  
 BIC / SWIFT:  UCJAES2M 
or PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

Every donation supports the project of The New Light   -   healing and transforming mankind 
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